Reducing crosstalk between nanowire-based hybrid plasmonic waveguides
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a b s t r a c t
Hybrid plasmonic waveguides based on a surface oxidized dielectric nanowire placed on a metal surface
can facilitate simultaneously deep subwavelength mode conﬁnement and large propagation length.
Directional coupling based on such waveguides are theoretically investigated. Much lower crosstalk is
noticed for such hybrid plasmonic waveguides compared to conventional waveguides based on bare
dielectric nanowires. Some modiﬁcations, such as vertically placing the metal surfaces or using a metallic
block between the nanowires, are studied which can further reduce the crosstalk between two
waveguides. The proposed low crosstalk structures based on hybrid plasmonic waveguides can provide a
simple platform for plasmonic integration which can at the same time easily interface with traditional
photonic circuits.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Integrated photonic circuits have been widely believed to be a
prospective candidate for replacing the electronic circuits as the nextgeneration on-chip information transmission technology. However,
the integration capability of photonic devices is hindered by the
diffraction limit of light. Plasmonic waveguides, which can overcome
the diffraction limit and guide optical signals in a subwavelength
scale, are expected to be one of the solutions for making high-density
photonic integration possible. Recently, many types of plasmonic
waveguides have been proposed, such as chain waveguides made of
metallic nanoparticles [1,2], metallic wire or stripe waveguides [3,4],
channel or wedge plasmonic waveguides [5–7], plasmonic slot
waveguides [8], hybrid plasmonic waveguides [9–12], etc. For all
these plasmonic waveguides, the trade-off between the propagation
length and the mode conﬁnement always exists. In general, with a
subwavelength mode conﬁnement, the propagation length for a
plasmonic waveguide is as short as several micrometers [4,6,8] (while
the propagation length of a Si waveguide is around several
centimeters). Among them, the hybrid plasmonic (HP) waveguide
[9,12] which conﬁnes the electromagnetic ﬁeld in a narrow gap
between a high index nanowire and a metallic substrate is found to be
relatively superior: the waveguide has a relatively large propagation
length (several-hundred micrometers) with a subwavelength mode
conﬁnement.

In this paper, we theoretically investigate the coupling and
crosstalk characteristics between two parallel HP waveguides.
Compared with the dielectric waveguides which have similar
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic picture of the HP waveguide. A high index dielectric core (diameter d) with a low index cladding (thickness t) sits on a metallic substrate. (b) Electromagnetic
energy density distribution for the HP waveguide with diameter d = 200 nm, thickness t = 10 nm (c) Normalized mode area Am/A0 and (d) propagation length Lm versus the
diameters d and thicknesses t.

metal surface (Fig. 1b). The propagation length of the HP waveguide is
deﬁned as [9]
Lm = 1 = ð2 Imfkðd; t ÞgÞ;

ð1Þ

and the mode area is deﬁned as [9]

3. Crosstalk between hybrid plasmonic waveguides
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length is not very large compared with other kinds of plasmonic
waveguides. To obtain a balance between the mode conﬁnement and
the propagation length, the HP waveguide with parameters [d, t] =
[300,12] nm is a good choice, at which the normalized mode area is
Am/A0 = 9.1 × 10− 3 (b0.01) and the propagation length is Lm = 71 μm.

ð3Þ

is the electromagnetic energy density and Wm is the total electromagnetic energy. In the following discussions, the normalized mode
area Am/A0 (A0 = λ2/4) is used.
The dependences of the normalized mode area Am/A0 and the
propagation length Lm with respect to the core diameter at various
cladding thicknesses are shown in Fig. 1c and d respectively. Inside
the single mode region, there is only one fundamental quasi-TM mode
supported by such a HP waveguide. It is interesting to notice that, for
any thickness t in the range of 2–20 nm, the smallest propagation
length and the best mode conﬁnement always occur simultaneously
at the diameter d ≈ 210 nm. Take the thickness t = 2 nm as an
example, the best mode conﬁnement appears at the diameter
d = 210 nm, with a normalized mode area Am/A0 = 1.5 × 10− 3 and a
propagation length Lm = 28 μm. For a larger diameter (d N 210 nm),
the electromagnetic energy stays more in the core of the nanowire
resulting in a larger mode area; while for a smaller diameter
(d b 210 nm), the energy will spread into two side air corners.
Although an excellent mode conﬁnement is achieved, the propagation

To study the crosstalk between the HP waveguides, we ﬁrstly
consider the simplest condition that two nanowires is placed in
parallel together on top of a metal substrate. The cross-section of the
waveguides is shown in Fig. 2a. There are two eigenmodes for the
coupled waveguides, a symmetric mode (Fig. 2b) and an antisymmetric mode (Fig. 2c) [18–21].
Given the complex propagation constants βs + iαs and βa + iαa for
the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, the coupling length LC can
be computed as [21]
LC =

π
:
βs −βa

ð4Þ

Owing to the existence of propagation loss, even for two identical
HP waveguides, a 100% coupling efﬁciency cannot be achieved. If the
power is input into one HP waveguide, the maximum power
obtainable in the other HP waveguide due to coupling is [22]
pmax ≅

expð−2χ arctanð1 = χÞÞ
; χ = 2LC = ðπLP Þ
1 + χ2

ð5Þ

where LP = 2 / (αs + αs) is the mean attenuation length which is
approximately twice of the propagation length for weak coupling. The
length to achieve the maximum power transfer pmax is deﬁned as Lmax.
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Fig. 2. (a) Cross-section of two parallel HP waveguides with a separation of s. (b)–(c) The Ey ﬁeld distributions of the symmetric (b) and anti-symmetric (c) modes in a coupled HP
waveguides system with d = 300 nm, t = 12 nm, and s = 500 nm. (d) Coupling length LC (red solid line) for the HP waveguides as a function of the separation s, compared with LC for
the pure dielectric waveguides composed by two bare nanowires with d = 300 nm and t = 12 nm (blue dashed line). The mean attenuation length LP is plotted in black dot-dashed
line. (e) Maximum power transfer pmax for the HP waveguides as a function of the separation s between two HP waveguides.

It is known that for the directional coupling, large coupling length LC
or small maximum power transfer pmax stands for low crosstalk. So what
we will do is to design an optimal structure which can increase the
coupling length LC and decrease the maximum power transfer pmax.
In our simulations of the crosstalk and coupling, the parameters of
the nanowires are set to be [d, t] = [300,12] nm. The dependence of
the coupling length LC on the separation s between the centers of
these two HP waveguides is shown in Fig. 2d (red solid line). As a
comparison, the coupling length LC for the coupling between two
identical nanowires without the metallic substrate is also shown in
Fig. 2d (blue dashed line). Obviously, with the same separation s, the
coupling length LC for the HP waveguides is much larger than the
dielectric waveguides. This means that the HP waveguides have a
much lower crosstalk than the dielectric waveguides. Take
s = 1000 nm for example, the coupling length LC for the HP
waveguides is about 20 times larger than that of the dielectric
waveguides. For a shorter separation, such as s = 450 nm, which is
close to the cutoff of the anti-symmetry mode for a dielectric
waveguides, the coupling length LC for the HP waveguides is also
about 2 times larger. The low crosstalk is due to the subwavelength
mode conﬁnement of the HP waveguides. Since most of the
electromagnetic energy is highly conﬁned in the gap, the mode
overlap between the two HP waveguides is much weaker than that
between the dielectric waveguides. The almost linear dependence of
the coupling lengths on the waveguide separation is due to the fact
that for a relatively weakly coupled waveguide pair the coupling

pﬃﬃ
length Lq
C increases
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ with the separation s as ~ s expðαsÞ [22], where
α = 2π
n2eff −n2clad is the decay constant and nclad = 1 (air) in our
λ
investigation. The constant slopes observed in Fig. 2d (in semi-log
plot) are precisely determined by the decay constant α (while the
pﬃﬃ
effect of the factor s is much less signiﬁcant). More speciﬁcally, our
proposed HP waveguide has a neff = 2.05 and that without a metallic
substrate has a neff = 1.25: their corresponding decay constants are
7.26 and 3.04, in accordance with Fig. 2d in that the slope for the HP
waveguide system is much larger than that for the dielectric system.
The maximum power transfer pmax is another parameter to
examine when one assesses the effect of crosstalk between two
waveguides. As shown in Fig. 2e, for the above-mentioned two HP
waveguides pmax decreases rapidly as the separation s increases.
When s = 960 nm, one has pmax = 0.1, which means that at most 10%
power can be transferred from one HP waveguide to the other. It
should however be reminded that care should be taken for
interpreting pmax since the parameter is also highly related to the
propagation loss of the waveguide under consideration. A low value of
pmax most often suggests a high propagation loss in the waveguide
system. A cross-comparison of pmax is only meaningful if two systems
are made of the same type of element waveguides. In the following
discussions, we concentrate on crosstalk in systems based on the
same HP waveguides illustrated in Fig. 1a. Therefore the maximum
power transfer pmax can be considered as an effective parameter to
compare the performances of these systems.
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4. Further decrease crosstalk between hybrid plasmonic waveguides
Although HP waveguides lead to a much lower crosstalk than the
corresponding dielectric waveguides, many improvements can be
done to further decrease the crosstalk.
One approach is shown in Fig. 3a, where the metal surfaces are
placed vertically. The substrate of a single HP waveguide is rotated by
90° compared to the structure in Fig. 2a. As shown in Fig. 2b, the
electric ﬁeld is well conﬁned in the gap between the nanowires and
the metallic slot in the vertical direction. Compared with the structure
shown in Fig. 2, when the separation s between the centers of the two
nanowires is the same, the distance between the gaps of the two HP
waveguides increases by more than 300 nm. So a reduction of
crosstalk can be expected for the HP waveguides with vertical
substrates. In contrast to the normal HP waveguides in Fig. 2, the
coupling length LC for the HP waveguides with vertical substrates
increases to be about 5 times larger (Fig. 3c) for any separation s. The
almost identical slopes for the LC–s curves found for the two types of
waveguide systems are due to the fact that they are composed by
essentially the same element waveguides, as we have discussed in the
previous section. For a HP waveguide with a vertical substrate, its
effective index is neff = 2.08; therefore the decay constant is α = 7.39,
which is very close to that for a normal HP waveguide with horizontal
substrate (α = 7.26). We also deduced the maximum power transfer
pmax for the system with vertical substrates as shown in Fig. 3d.
Compared with the normal HP waveguide system (also shown in the
same ﬁgure), now pmax = 0.1 occurs at the separation s = 730 nm
which is much smaller than the separation s = 960 nm for the normal
HP waveguide system. The result indicates that the HP waveguides
with vertical substrates can give rise to the same crosstalk as the
normal HP waveguides within a much smaller volume.
Another straightforward way to reduce the crosstalk between two
HP waveguides is to use a metallic block in between of the waveguides
(Fig. 4a). It is obviously that both the width w and the height h of the
slab will inﬂuence the coupling efﬁciency. Here, as the separation is
set to a ﬁxed value s = 500 nm, the distance between the neighboring
edges of the two HP waveguides is only 176 nm. Controlling the
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polarization to TM, there is only a fundamental TM mode existing for
such HP waveguides (Fig. 4b). The variation of the corresponding
coupling length LC and the maximum power transfer pmax for different
width w and height h is studied. The results are shown in Fig. 4c and d.
With an increase in either the height h or the width w, the coupling
length LC increases and the maximum power transfer pmax decreases.
For a slab with a width w = 150 nm and a height h = 600 nm, the
coupling length is LC = 3.3 × 103 μm which is ~ 500 times larger than
that without the metallic slab (LC = 6.5 μm). With the decrease of the
width w, the coupling length LC also decreases. However, even when
the slab has a width w = 50 nm and a height h = 600 nm, the coupling
length is LC = 86 μm which is still more than 10 times larger than that
without the metallic slab. More information can be obtained from the
variation of the maximum power transfer pmax shown in Fig. 4d. For a
slab with a height h = 600 nm and a width w = 100 nm the maximum
power transfer is pmax = 0.01, by which the crosstalk is much lower
compared with that without the metallic slab (pmax = 0.9). With the
increase of the width w, the maximum power transfer pmax keeps
decreasing to an even smaller value, at b3 × 10− 4 when w = 150 nm.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have numerically investigated HP waveguides
composed of a dielectric nanowire on a metal surface as well as
crosstalk between such waveguides. Compared to the dielectric
waveguides with a similar structure, the HP waveguides suffer from
much lower crosstalk which is advantageous for realizing highdensity integration. We also investigated different schemes to further
reduce the crosstalk between the waveguides, such as placing the
metallic substrates vertically and introducing a metallic block
between the HP waveguides. The designed hybrid plasmonic
waveguides can be readily fabricated with the current nanowire
drawing technique, and should have potential applications in
nanophotonics and integrated optical circuits. Moreover, even though
only a speciﬁc HP waveguiding structure is considered here, our ways
of reducing crosstalk should work for other HP waveguiding
structures.

Fig. 3. (a) Cross-section of two parallel HP waveguides with vertical substrates and a separation s between two nanowires. (b) Distribution of Ex ﬁeld for the symmetric mode of the
coupled HP waveguides system with d = 300 nm, t = 12 nm, and s = 500 nm. (c) Coupling length LC (red solid line) for the metal-slot HP waveguides as a function of the separation s
between two HP waveguides, compared with LC for the normal HP waveguides (blue dashed line). The mean attenuation length LP for the metal-slot HP waveguides is plotted in
black dot-dashed line. (d) Maximum power transfer pmax for the metallic slotted HP waveguides as a function of the separation s between two HP waveguides.
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Fig. 4. (a) Cross-section of two parallel HP waveguides composed by placing a metallic block (with a width w and height h) between the nanowires with a separation s.
(b) Distribution of Ey ﬁeld for the symmetric mode of such HP waveguides with d = 300 nm, t = 12 nm, and s = 500 nm. (c) Coupling length LC for such HP waveguides with the
separation s = 500 nm and different width w as a function of the height h between the two HP waveguides. The mean attenuation length LP is also plotted in dot-dashed line with the
same color as LC. (d) Maximum power transfer pmax for such HP waveguides with the separation s = 500 nm and different width w as a function of the height h between the two HP
waveguides.
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